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Program Announcement

Dear Attendees,
Conference Series LLC LTD., is delighted to welcome you to Osaka, Japan for the Prestigious 16th International 
Congress on Vascular Dementia and Neurodegenerative Diseases. Vascular Dementia Congress 2020 will 
focus on “Share the vision on Vascular Dementia and Neurodegenerative diseases”. We are confident that 
you will enjoy the Scientific Program of this upcoming Conference.

We look forward to see you at Osaka, Japan.

Sincerely,
Vascular Dementia Congress 2020

Operating Committee, Conference Series LLC LTD. Conferences

https://vasculardementia.neuroconferences.com/
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Program Announcement
Venue 
Osaka, Japan

Important Dates 

Mid Date Registration: February 20, 2020
On Spot Registration: May 18, 2020

Accommodation 
A large number of rooms have been reserved. Discounted room rates for Vascular Dementia Congress 2020 participants 
are proposed. Only reservations made through the Conference will benefit these rates. The Congress Center can be easily 
reached by public transportation.

Exhibition and Sponsorship 
An Exhibition will be held concurrently with the Conference. The coffee break and lunch areas will be located adjacent to
the booths. Thanks to exhibitors from all over the world, attendees will have a complete overview of new findings in the
fields of Brain Science and Cognitive Research.

About Osaka, Japan 
Osaka is central city of West Japan more than a population of 8 million people, and the downtown area is lined with 
office and commercial facilities of high-rise building and is big city where means of transportation develop commencing 
with railway network. On the other hand, we inherit history that prospered as politics, economy of Japan, seat of culture 
from ancient times and are city where landmark architecture and sceneries such as old burial mound or Buddhist temple 
and Shinto shrine Buddhist temple still remain. Osaka Bay leading to the Seto Inland Sea spreads to the west, and it is 
strategic point of traffic on the seas, and other Mikata is surrounded by mountains for a long time and are endowed with 
rich nature. In addition, there is relatively little rain and is climate that is warm through the year.It prospered as center 
of business that rice and special products gathered from all over Japan to be called “kitchen of the world” after the 17th 
century. It was indispensable to Japanese dishes, and culture of “soup stock” spread out in the whole country from here. 
In Osaka, various meals develop so as to be said to be town of “ruining by extravagance in food”, and “powder things” 
such as takoyaki or okonomiyaki are popular now. Agriculture and fishery to support food culture are prosperous, and 
many traditional crafts including knife and tin devices such as kitchen knives are famous, too.

Early Bird Registration:  November 30, 2019




